MOSAICS
Our mosaic offering is highly customizable, any of our patterns can be ordered in any combination of colors.

We continue to pride ourselves on being the most flexible, custom, handmade tile factory in America. Our mosaic offering highlights this flexibility as any pattern can be ordered in multiple colors for the same base price (excluding metallic upcharges). This allows for an infinite number of color combinations!

Please visit our website www.prattandlarson.com to locate a dealer near you.
All mosaic patterns are face mounted with a transparent adhesive film. Pratt & Larson face mounted mosaics can be installed in wet area applications, such as showers and swimming pools.
**Price Group A Mosaics**

- **MO-12BA**
  1x2 Basketweave

- **MO-MP25**
  Mosaic Pattern #25
  MO-MP25AR
  Mosaic Pattern #25 w/AR 1x1

- **MO-2HP5**
  2" Hexagon Pattern #5

**Price Group B Mosaics**

- **MO-H4RB**
  1/2 x 4 Running Bond

- **MO-H4RN**
  1/2 x 4 Random

- **MO-H6RB**
  1/2 x 6 Running Bond

- **MO-H6RN**
  1/2 x 6 Random

- **MO-H8RB**
  1/2 x 8 Running Bond

- **MO-H14H**
  Multi-size Herringbone

All mosaic patterns are face mounted with a transparent adhesive film.
ALL MOSAIC PATTERNS ARE FACE MOUNTED WITH A TRANSPARENT ADHESIVE FILM.
**Price Group B Mosaics**

MO-3D1A
3” Diamond Pattern #1A

MO-3D1B
3” Diamond Pattern #1B

MO-SMP2
Small Mosaic Pattern #2

MO-12PW
1x2 Pinwheel

MO-11LA
1x1 Lattice

MO-22LA
2x2 Lattice

MO-DMUL
Multi size circles random

MO-ARSM
Small Arabesque

All mosaic patterns are face mounted with a transparent adhesive film.
All mosaic patterns are face mounted with a transparent adhesive film. Pratt & Larson face mounted mosaics can be installed in wet area applications, such as showers and swimming pools.
**Price Group C Mosaics**

MO-4M1A
4” Mosaic Pattern #1A

MO-2M1B
2” Mosaic Pattern #1B

MO-PWPQ
Pinwheel Parquet

MO-LMP2
Large Mosaic Pattern #2

MO-2MP2
2” Mosaic Pattern #2

MO-OD31
3” Octagon w/ 1x1

MO-FNSA
Small fan Pattern A

MO-FNSB
Small fan Pattern B

MO-SFSM
Small Scalloped Fan

All mosaic patterns are face mounted with a transparent adhesive film.
Price Group C Mosaics

MO-22NX
2x2 field

MO-22OF
2x2 Offset

MO-2HP0
2” Hexagon

MO-D2NX
2” Circle

MO-D3NX
3” Circle

MO-3DP0
3” Diamond

Price Group D Micro Mosaics

MO-DEHH
1” circles w/ 1/2x1/2 Dot

MO-MCHH
Mini Cross Pattern

MO-H1ST
1/2 x1 Stacked

MO-HHNX
1/2 x 1/2 Stacked

All mosaic patterns are face mounted with a transparent adhesive film. Pratt & Larson face mounted mosaics can be installed in wet area applications, such as showers and swimming pools.